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The stars realigned monthly, and the veil between mortal and the immortal worlds would soon open.
Ambriel needed to ensure the impossible didn�t happen. The Mistdreamers had to remain on their

realm. He knew that soon, earth would be deluged by the immortals in all forms. 

Up in The Heavens, Ambriel, the angel of communications, is worried. He has discovered an anomaly in his Book
of Mistdreamers; the Chisholm family had managed to slip through without registering years ago and are now in
great danger. There is a Traitor at work.

Back on earth, Lauren Chisholm is unprepared for the chaos that is about to ensue. She�s been dreaming about a
tall, handsome man for many years, and has no idea that he is actually a real entity, called Forcas � the angel of
invisibility and a member of The Infidelibus �a band of angels sworn to protect Mistdreamers�, who has been chosen
to make contact with her to help her realise her full Mistdreaming potential. Her parents have been protecting her
from the truth for years, telling Lauren that her dreams were not real. Their daughter is an earthbound human, and
to fantasise about a world she would not be allowed to enter was just not acceptable to them. However, now they
have no choice but to let Lauren venture into Mistdreaming...

�My parents were killed in a car crash and my sister died some years ago. I have often wondered what it would be
like to meet them again, they were the inspirational force behind my writing. To lose oneself in a book is escapism;
in my books you get the opportunity to envision what it might be like to spend time with those who have crossed
over to another world. The idea of meeting  loved ones and walking alongside angels gives us hope,� says Lisanne.

LISANNE VALENTE, born in Edinburgh in 1957, is part of a close-knit family with origins in Italy, Germany,
Ireland and Scotland. This diverse heritage, she believes, is the foundation to her vivid imagination. She is
married to her childhood sweetheart and has three sons and a wonderful daughter-in-law.
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